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Abstract. Light and heat distributions are measured in a rat glioma
model used in photodynamic therapy. A fiber delivering 632-nm light
is fixed in the brain of anesthetized BDIX rats. Fluence rates are mea-
sured using calibrated isotropic probes that are positioned stereotac-
tically. Mathematical models are then used to derive tissue optical
properties, enabling calculation of fluence rate distributions for gen-
eral tumor and light application geometries. The fluence rates in
tumor-free brains agree well with the models based on diffusion
theory and Monte Carlo simulation. In both cases, the best fit is found
for absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of 0.57 and
28 cm−1, respectively. In brains with implanted BT4C tumors, a dis-
crepancy between diffusion and Monte Carlo–derived two-layer mod-
els is noted. Both models suggest that tumor tissue has higher absorp-
tion and less scattering than normal brain. Temperatures are measured
by inserting thermocouples directly into tumor-free brains. A model
based on diffusion theory and the bioheat equation is found to be in
good agreement with the experimental data and predict a thermal
penetration depth of 0.60 cm in normal rat brain. The predicted pa-
rameters can be used to estimate the fluences, fluence rates, and tem-
peratures achieved during photodynamic therapy. © 2007 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2709882�
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1 Introduction

Intracranial light delivery via fiber optics or implanted LED
light sources has been used for photodynamic therapy �PDT�
in several animal studies.1–4 PDT is a local treatment involv-
ing the administration of a tumor-localizing photosensitizing
drug5 and has several features that make it a potentially at-
tractive adjuvant local therapy for brain tumors. The treatment
volume is limited by the attenuation of light in brain tissues,
and repeated application is an option due to low long-term
morbidity. The probability of achieving local control with
PDT therefore depends strongly on the ability to achieve ad-
equate light fluences 1 to 2 cm from the resection margin,
where the majority of tumor recurrences occur.6 PDT has been
tested for glioma patients in several clinical trials7–12 using
photosensitizers activated by light with a wavelength around
630 nm. At this wavelength, the light fluence rate decreases13

exponentially with distance from the resection margin with a
light penetration depth of 1 to 3 mm. The penetration depth
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�distance required to reduce the fluence rate by a factor e−1� of
light in brain tissue has been measured in vivo for several
mammalian species13–17 and is sensitively dependent on the
scattering and absorption properties of the tissue. Accurate
knowledge of scattering and absorption coefficients is re-
quired to calculate the light distribution for a given geometry
in terms of absolute fluence rates. A search of the literature
yields large variations in the scattering and absorption coeffi-
cients reported for 630-nm light in mammalian brain
tissues.18,19 These discrepancies are likely due to differences
in measurement conditions. Furthermore, the accuracy of
these values must be questioned since measurements have
been performed exclusively on postmortem tissue. Accurate
determination of the optical properties of brain tissue requires
direct in situ measurements.14

PDT dosimetry requires knowledge of a number of param-
eters including light fluence rate. This is particularly impor-
tant in the brain where damage to eloquent areas can result in
severe morbidity. It is possible to measure fluence rates inter-
stitially by inserting isotropic fiber optic probes directly into
1083-3668/2007/12�1�/014003/9/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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the brain. Studies using either scattering or fluorescent tip
probes have been reported in a number of organs,20–22 but data
on absolute fluence rates during interstitial light delivery in
mammalian brains are limited. We currently use intracranial
light delivery in a rat glioma model to study PDT with the
endogenous photosensitizer aminolevulinic acid.4,23 In this pa-
per, we present in vivo measurements of fluence rates around
a bare fiber delivering 632-nm light to rat brain and glioma
tissue. The measured values in tumor and normal brain were
compared to calculated fluence rates obtained from diffusion
theory and Monte Carlo simulations, and the comparison
yielded estimates of scattering and absorption coefficients.
Additionally, temperature profiles were measured by inserting
thermocouples directly into the brain, and these measurements
were compared to predictions of diffusion theory.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Animal Care
Animal care and protocol were in accordance with national
legislation and institutional guidelines. All animals tested
negative for parasitic, bacterial, and viral agents according to
Federation of European Laboratory Animal Science Assoca-
tions �FELASA� recommendations.24 Inbred BDIX rats
�Charles River, Lyon, France� of both sexes weighing 200 to
400 g were caged in pairs or groups of three in Macrolon III
cages on a 12-h light and dark schedule. The animal holding
rooms and laboratories were maintained at constant tempera-
ture and humidity at an air-exchange rate of 18 changes per
hour. A total of eight animals were used. Prior to surgery, rats
were anesthetized with a standard 1:1 combination of
fentanyl/fluanisone �Hypnorm, Janssen, Beerse, Belgium� and
midazolam �Dormicum, Roche, Basel, Switzerland�. Intracra-
nial tumors were established, as described by Sørensen et
al.,25 by injecting 10,000 BT4C cells 3 mm into the brain via
a burr hole in the skull 3 mm posterior to and 2 mm to the
right of the bregma. Tumor-bearing rats were used for experi-
ments 17 days after tumor induction. At that time the tumors
had a size of about 4.5 � 6.5 mm centered 3 to 4 mm into
the brain, and the animals did not display clinical signs of
tumor development. Histopathology of more than 10 rats that
were part of other studies4,23 confirmed that clinical signs oc-
cur when the largest tumor diameter is at least 7 mm, and that
the tumors at that state are entirely without necrosis. The rats
were euthanized immediately after each procedure with a le-
thal dose of pentobarbitone �100 mg/kg ip �intraperitoneal��.

2.2 Measurement and Modeling of Light
Distributions

2.2.1 Isotropic probe for in situ fluence rate
measurements

Small fiber optic isotropic probes, similar to those previously
described by Bays et al.,21 were developed �Fig. 1�a��. A
250-�m ruby sphere �Sandoz fils SA, Cugy, Switzerland�,
which is fluorescent under 632-nm light, was glued to a
400 �m/ numerical aperture �NA� 0.37 bare flat-end quartz
fiber �Biolitec AG, Jena, Germany� with a UV curable adhe-
sive �Loctite 350, Loctite, Dublin, Ireland�. The fiber was cov-
ered with thin black polyester tubing �018050 BST, Advanced

Polymers Inc., Salem, New Hampshire�. Fluorescence from
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the ruby sphere collected by the fiber was measured with a
CCD spectrometer �S2000, OceanOptics Inc., Orlando,
Florida� equipped with a 665-nm long-pass filter. A linear
combination of the ruby fluorescence spectrum and a third-
degree background function, weighted by the spectral re-
sponse of the system, was fitted to each observed spectrum to
quantify the ruby fluorescence and hence the fluence rate.
Calibration was done with a setup similar to that described by
Marijnissen and Star,26 with a flat photodiode �S2387-33R,
Hamamatsu, Japan� positioned next to the probe in uniform
isotropic 632-nm light inside an integrating sphere
�Avasphere-50-IRRAD-S, Avantes, Eerbeek, Netherlands�
coupled to a diode laser �CeramOptec, Bonn, Germany�. The
sphere was filled with a 23% sucrose/water solution with a
refractive index of 1.37. The spectral response and active area
of the photodiode was measured in a National Physical Labo-
ratory �Middlesex, United Kingdom� traceable setup by the
Norwegian Metrology Service �Kjeller, Norway�, and was
corrected for the effects of reflection by the window material
�+1.7% � and of measured deviation from the ideal cosine
angular response �+1.0% �.

2.2.2 In vivo measurements of intracranial fluence
rate distribution

A plastic template with parallel channels, fitting the light de-
livery and probe fibers, was used together with a stereotactic
frame to control the fiber positions with 0.1-mm precision.
The setup is shown in Fig. 2. Anesthetized animals were fixed
in the stereotactic frame, the skin was incised, and the frame
was used to position the template with the source fiber chan-
nel 3 mm posterior to and 2 mm to the right of the bregma.

Fig. 1 Image of �a� the fluorescent isotropic probe used for fluence
rate measurements and �b� the thermocouple probe used for tempera-
ture measurements.

Fig. 2 Setup for the in vivo fluence rate measurements. The measure-
ment tracks were positioned within one sagittal plane through the rat

brain.
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The template was then fixed to the skull using dental cement
�Fuji plus, GC, Tokyo, Japan�, and the skin closed around the
template with sutures to prevent local hypothermia. Holes
were drilled through the template channels and into the skull.
The light delivery fiber was then inserted into the brain and
fixed in the template with histoacryl adhesive �Braun, Mel-
sungen, Germany�. The fiber tip delivered 632-nm light from
the diode laser at a radiant power of 15 mW. Initial tests of
light transmission from the fiber into whole blood and rat
brain showed that this radiant power was at least four and
seven times, respectively, below the thresholds for heat-
induced coagulation. The fluence rate probe was mounted in
the stereotactic frame’s electrode holder and inserted through
the template to record fluence rates along four parallel tracks
positioned 2 or 4 mm in front of and behind the light delivery
fiber, as shown in Fig. 2. Fluence rates were measured at
0.5-mm increments as the probe was moved into the brain,
starting with the tracks 4 mm from the source. The procedure
lasted 1 to 2 h, which is comparable to the duration of light
exposures in our PDT protocols using BDIX rats.4

It was recognized that the probe’s black polyester tubing
�Fig. 1�a�� could act as a photon sink, resulting in a reduction
in the measured signal. To estimate the extent of this pertur-
bation, Monte Carlo simulations were performed for the rel-
evant probe geometry, light penetration depths, and fluence
rate gradients. The results show that the black cladding re-
duces the measured signal by 3 to 25% depending on the
fluence rate gradient along the long axis of the probe. These
results were used to calculate a general correction factor that
was a function of the logarithmic local fluence rate gradient.
The maximum correction �corresponding to 25% loss� oc-
curred at the positions where the fluence rate at the cladding
was largest compared to the fluence rate at the sphere. For
each measurement, the local gradient was estimated using the
ratio to the previous measurement in the same measurement
series. All measurements were subsequently corrected using
their resulting correction factors. The calculation of the cor-
rected fluence rate � can be summarized as

��z� = CF� �̃�z�

�̃�z − 0.5 mm�
��̃�z�

where �̃�z� is the uncorrected value measured at position z
�the geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2�, and CF is the correction
factor expressed as a function of the ratio.

2.2.3 Diffusion models of the fluence rate
distribution

According to diffusion theory, the fluence rate � at distance r
around an isotropic point source delivering a radiant power P
into an infinite turbid medium is approximated by27

��r� =
P

4�

3��s� + �a�exp�− r/��
r

, �1�

where �s� is the reduced scattering coefficient, �a is the ab-

sorption coefficient, and � is the light penetration depth:
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� = �3�a��s� + �a��−1/2. �2�

The presence of a spherical body with differing scattering and
absorption coefficients �s,tumor� and �a,tumor and radius R leads
to the following solution of the diffusion equation:

��r� = �
P

4�
�C1

exp�r/�tumor�
r

+ C2
exp�− r/�tumor�

r
� r � R ,

P

4�
�C3

exp�− r/��
r

� r � R ,�
�3�

assuming a zero fluence rate at an infinite distance from the
source. The constants C1, C2, and C3 follow from conserva-
tion of energy, which implies that the output power from the
source equals the sum of all optical power absorbed in the
medium:

P =	
0

�

��r��a4�r2 dr ,

and from continuity of fluence rate and flux:

�
r=R− = �
r=R+,

j
r=R− = j
r=R+,

where the flux j�r� is given by the fluence rate28 as −�3��s�
+�a��−1���r�. This yields all three constants C1, C2, and C3
as functions of the radius R and the scattering and absorption
coefficients of both the spherical body ��s,tumor� , �a,tumor� and
the surrounding medium ��s�, �a�.

An anisotropic source can be approximated as an isotropic
source displaced a distance 1/ ��s�+�a� along the direction of
the emitted light.29 In this manner, Eqs. �1� and �3�, for tumor-
free and tumor-bearing animals, respectively, with r replaced
with the distance

r = �x2 + �z −
1

�s� + �a
�2�1/2

�4�

were used to model the fluence rate at horizontal distance x
and vertical distance z from the fiber tip. These models for the
fluence rate ��z ,x� were fitted to the in vivo fluence rate
measurements by log-weighted least-squares estimation
�Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm�, to estimate the tissue opti-
cal properties �s�, �a, �s,tumor� , and �a,tumor.

2.2.4 Monte Carlo model of the fluence rate
distribution

A commonly used Monte Carlo code†30 was modified for the
light delivery geometry in the animals. The fiber tip was mod-
eled as a 400-�m disk emitting a conical photon beam of
±9 deg, and the brain was considered to be an infinite me-
dium with uniform scattering and absorption properties. An-
isotropic scattering was modeled using a Henyey-Greenstein
phase function with scattering anisotropy �g� values of be-

†
Available online at http://omlc.ogi.edu/software/mc/small_mc.c.
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tween 0.8 and 0.98, which is the range of values reported for
tissues.18,19,31,32 Tumors were modeled as ellipsoids with vary-
ing scattering and absorption coefficients, and with their size
and position determined from histological sections of brains
from tumor-bearing animals. The Monte Carlo simulations
were fit to measured fluence rates using an optimization algo-
rithm that systematically varied the absorption and scattering
coefficients to find the best least-squares estimate. About
500,000 runs, requiring 30 min on a 3.6-GHz Pentium 4 pro-
cessor, were necessary for each set of coefficients to achieve
an accuracy of 2%.

2.3 Measurement and Modeling of Temperature
Distributions

2.3.1 In vivo measurements of intracranial
temperature distributions

Temperature measurements in tumor-free animals were ac-
complished by inserting thermocouples into the rat brain. The
thermocouple probes are shown in Fig. 1�b�, and were as-
sembled from K-type 75-�m wire thermocouples �CHAL-
003, Omega Engineering, Stamford, Connecticut� mounted in
800-�m ceramic tubing �TRA-005132, Omega Engineering,
Stamford, Connecticut�. The probes were tested immersed in
water under a laser beam to verify that direct light absorption
in the thermocouple did not affect the readings. No noticeable
increase related to direct absorption was observed for fluence
rates below 0.25 W cm−2, and at 1.2 W cm−2, the increase
was only 0.2 K. To account for subtle changes in body tem-
perature, all measurements were normalized to rectal body
temperature monitored with a 0.5-mm insulated thermo-
couple. In the rat brain, positioning of the thermocouples with
respect to the source fiber was accomplished in a similar man-
ner as that described for the fluence rate measurements in Sec.
2.2.2. Two distinct data sets were collected from each animal:
First, steady state temperatures elevated by the light delivery
were measured at 0.5-mm increments as the probe was
moved into the brain. The temperature increase caused by
light absorption was then estimated by subtracting steady state
temperatures measured while no light was delivered from the
fiber tip during the withdrawal of the temperature probe. Sec-
ond, temporal measurements of temperature increase and de-
crease �as the laser light was switched on and off, respec-
tively� were made during the withdrawal of the probe, with
the probe fixed 2 mm lateral to the source fiber tip.

2.3.2 Bioheat model of the temperature distribution

From the bioheat equation33 and Eq. �1�, the temperature in-
crease T in tissue around a point source is described by

�T

�t
=

	


c
�2T − QT +

P

4�

exp�− r/��
	�2r

, �5�

where 	 is the heat conductivity, 
 is the density, c is the
specific heat capacity, and Q is the blood perfusion rate. To
model the spatial temperature distribution, the steady state

solution to Eq. �5�,
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T�r� =
P

4�

exp�− r/�v� − exp�− r/��

	�1 −
�2

�v
2�r

, �6�

was fitted to the spatial measurement series. The thermal pen-
etration depth �v= �	 / �Q
c��1/2 was used as a free parameter,
while a heat conductivity of 0.53 W m−1 K−1 �Ref. 34� was
assumed. Equation �4� was substituted into Eq. �6� to correct
for the distance to the anisotropic source. The temporal tem-
perature variation was modeled using the time-dependent Eq.
�5�. For this purpose, Eq. �5� was solved numerically for dif-
ferent �v values, using a finite difference method with explicit
time stepping,35 to find the best least-squares fit to the tempo-
ral measurements.

3 Results
3.1 Light Distribution

3.1.1 Measured fluence rates in the rat brain
Fluence rate measurements from four tumor-free rats are
shown in Fig. 3�a�. �A preliminary analysis of the results from
two of the rats was published in a previous report.36� Inter-
and intraanimal variation was of similar magnitude. As seen
from the data series in the diagrams in Fig. 3, the measured
fluence rates throughout the brains were consistent within a
total variability of a factor of 2. There was relatively good
agreement between diffusion theory �Eqs. �1�, �2�, and �4��
and the measured data. The best fit was found for �a

=0.570 cm−1 �standard error 0.021 cm−1� and �s�
=27.9 cm−1 �standard error 2.4 cm−1�, and is shown as solid
lines in Fig. 3�a�. These values correspond to a light penetra-
tion depth of 0.143 cm �Eq. �2��. Measurements made closer
than 2 mm from the skull were excluded from the analysis.

Results of measurements from two tumor-bearing rats with
fibers positioned 1 to 2 mm above the tumor centers are
shown in Fig. 3�b�. The recorded fluence rates were signifi-
cantly lower than in the tumor-free brains, particularly in the
area closest to the fiber tip where the values were reduced by
a factor of 2. Furthermore, the light distribution was shifted
about one millimeter away from the fiber tip �i.e., z direction
in Fig. 3�, suggesting that the tumor tissue in front of the fiber
tip had a lower scattering coefficient than normal brain. The
diffusion theory model �Eq. �3��, with tumor radius R
=2.5 mm and the already mentioned scattering and absorp-
tion coefficients from tumor-free animals, was fitted to the
measured fluence rates. As we see in Fig. 3�b� there is good
agreement between the model and the experimental data. The
best fit was found for �a,tumor=1.46 cm−1 �standard error
0.094 cm−1� and �s,tumor� =5.45 cm−1 �standard error
0.44 cm−1�. This corresponds to a light penetration depth of
0.181 cm �Eq. �2��.

3.1.2 Fluence rates estimated by Monte Carlo
simulation

As expected, in media where scattering dominates absorption,
the distributions calculated by Monte Carlo simulation were
closely related to the diffusion theory model. For tumor-free
rat brain, the absorption and scattering coefficients yielding
the best least-squares fit to the measured fluence rates did not

deviate from the diffusion model estimates �i.e., the deviation
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was less than the 2% optimization accuracy described in Sec.
2.2.4�. At positions along the measurement tracks �Fig. 2�, the
Monte Carlo model predicted fluence rates almost identical to
diffusion theory. Likewise, as expected when diffusion theory
is valid, variation of the scattering anisotropy had no signifi-
cant effect. In general, major fluence rate discrepancies be-
tween Monte Carlo simulations and diffusion theory were
seen exclusively at positions within 0.5 mm from the source
fiber tip, where no experimental data were recorded.

More pronounced differences between the diffusion model
and Monte Carlo simulations were observed in tumor-bearing
animals. The tumor was modeled as a 6.5 � 4.5-mm ellip-
soid centered 1.5 mm below the fiber tip, embedded in nor-
mal brain with the scattering and absorption coefficients esti-
mated from measurements in tumor-free animals. The best
least-squares fit to the measured fluence rates was found for
�a,tumor=1.39 cm−1 and �s,tumor� =7.3 cm−1, and is shown in
Fig. 3�b�. These values deviate from the diffusion theory re-
sults already determined and correspond to a shorter light
penetration depth of 0.166 cm. A map of the light distribu-
tions predicted by Monte Carlo simulation and diffusion
theory for a given tumor shape and set of optical properties is
shown in Fig. 4. Such comparisons showed that, although the
models yielded similar results in the normal brain at distances
in excess of 3 to 4 mm from the fiber tip, the diffusion model
overestimated the fluence rate in large parts of the tumor by
30 to 50% compared to the Monte Carlo model. The scatter-
ing anisotropy did not have much effect on the Monte Carlo
model. Variation of the anisotropy value g within the range
0.8 and 0.99 shifted the isodose contours shown in Fig. 4 by
less than 0.1 mm.

Monte Carlo simulations featuring 100% reflecting or ab-
sorbing surfaces at the positions of the skull were performed

Fig. 3 Interstitial fluence rate � relative to radiant power P plotted as
tip. The geometry and coordinates are illustrated in Fig. 2. �a� Data fro
and �b� data from two tumor-bearing rats with the source fiber fix
positioned parallel to the source fiber at x= ±2 mm ��� and x= ±4 m
to �4�� fitted to the measured fluence rates, omitting measurements ma
best fit of the Monte Carlo model. The fluorescent probes were somew
in �b� are absent. The data in the diagrams are corrected using the m
to investigate finite volume effects. As shown in Fig. 5, the
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fluence rate at the measured positions was altered by less than
5% as long as sites closer than 2 mm to the surface were
omitted. The skull and its surrounding soft tissues have opti-
cal properties of similar order of magnitude as the brain,18 and
should represent far lower perturbations than the 100% re-
flecting or absorbing surfaces.

tion of vertical distance z and lateral distance x from the source fiber
tumor-free rats with the source fiber fixed 4 to 4.5 mm into the brain
m into the brain. Measurement series were recorded along tracks
. The thick solid lines represent diffusion theory predictions �Eqs. �1�
s than 2 mm from the skull. Correspondingly, the dotted lines are the
agile, and therefore three measurement series in �a� and one �in part�
escribed in Sec. 2.2.2.

Fig. 4 Distribution of light in tumor-bearing rat brain. The contours
show fluence rate � relative to the radiant power P emitted from a
bare fiber tip �unit: inverse centimeters squared�. The solid lines are
calculated by Monte Carlo simulations for an ellipsoid 4.5
� 6.5-mm tumor geometry and optical properties �a=0.62 cm−1, �s�
=31 cm−1, �a,tumor=1.6 cm−1, �s,tumor� =7.7 cm−1, and g=0.90. The
dotted lines are the corresponding contours according to the diffusion
theory model �Eqs. �3� and �4�� with the same optical properties and
a func
m four
ed 2 m
m ���
de les
hat fr

ethod d
the tumor approximated as a 2.5-mm-radius sphere.
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3.2 Measured Temperatures in the Rat Brain
Temperatures around the source fiber were measured in two
tumor-free rats. Background measurements made in the ab-
sence of laser light showed a significant gradient, with tem-
peratures starting at 2.1 to 3.5 K below rectal body tempera-
ture �33.1 to 35.1°C� in the most superficial layers of the
brain, and reaching rectal body temperature 7 to 9 mm into
the brain. Interstitial delivery of 100 mW of light caused el-
evated temperatures detectable more than 6 mm from the
source fiber tip. At positions 2 mm lateral to the fiber tip the
increase was 3.5 to 4.0 K at steady state. The variation within
measurements made at equivalent positions was mostly less
than 0.5 K. As we see in Fig. 6, the steady state model de-
scribed by Eq. �6� was in good agreement with measured
temperature increases. The best fit was found for a thermal

Fig. 5 Fluence rates calculated by the Monte Carlo model featuring
worst-case finite volume effects. The lines represent 100% reflecting
�—� and absorbing �- - -� surfaces added at z=−4 mm to the geometry
presented in Fig. 3. The dotted lines represent the ideal infinite
geometry.

Fig. 6 Spatial distribution of steady state temperature increase during
light exposure. The geometry and coordinates are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The symbols show the difference between the temperature measured
with 100 mW of input power and the local temperature measured
with no light input. Measurement series were recorded in two rats
along tracks positioned parallel to the source fiber at x= ±2 mm ���
and x= ±4 mm ���. The source fibers were fixed 4 mm into the brain.
The thick solid lines are the steady state bioheat model �Eq. �6�� fitted

to the measured temperature.
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penetration depth of �v=0.60 cm �standard error 0.02 cm� if
� was fixed at 0.143 cm as estimated from the fluence rate
measurements �see Sec. 3.1.1�. Similar values of �v
=0.58 cm and �=0.137 cm were found if both variables were
used as free parameters. Extrapolation of Eq. �6� using these
parameters yields a temperature increase of 8.5 K at the fiber
tip.

An alternative estimate of the thermal penetration depth
was found by fitting the time dependent bioheat Eq. �5� to the
temporal temperature measurements recorded at fixed posi-
tions 2 mm lateral to the fiber tip. These temporal temperature
changes following onset and termination of light input are
shown in Fig. 7. Numerical solutions of the bioheat equation
�Eq. �5�� were in good agreement with the data, particularly
for the temperature decrease following light termination �Fig.
7�b��, and the best fit was found for a thermal penetration
depth �v=0.51 cm.

4 Discussion
The in vivo measurements yielded the tissue optical param-
eters: �a=0.57 cm−1, �s�=28 cm−1, and �=0.14 cm for
632-nm light in rat brain tissue. This is in good agreement
with other in vivo measurements of � in mammalian brains,
which have been found13–17 to be within the range 0.10 to
0.27 cm. To our knowledge, in vivo measurements of the ab-
sorption and scattering coefficients at this wavelength have
not been reported, but values determined from extracted tis-
sues have been18,19,32,37–40 within the ranges �a=0.20 to
2.7 cm−1 and �s�=6.4 to 100 cm−1. Unlike absorption, scat-
tering does not depend strongly on wavelength: �s� has been
reported19,38–40 to decrease by less than 20% as the wave-
length increases from 632 nm and into the near-IR, where in
vivo measurements have been performed with diffuse reflec-
tance probes. In the human brain Bevilacqua et al. have
found41 �s�=10 cm−1 for gray matter and �s�=14 cm−1 for
white matter at 674 nm. In better agreement with this study,
higher values were reported for rat brain by Johns et al.,42

who found �s�=12 to 25 cm−1 in gray matter and �s�=35 to
−1

Fig. 7 Temperature change after �a� onset and �b� termination of
100 mW of light input. The diagrams show the increase above steady
state temperature with no light input. The temperature was recorded
at perpendicular positions 2 mm lateral to the fiber tip �x= ±2 mm
and z=0 in Fig. 2� in two rats. Each solid line shows data from one
measurement series. The thick dashed lines are the bioheat model �Eq.
�5�� fitted to all measurements.
60 cm in white matter at 750 nm. The white matter struc-
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tures in the rat brain are typically less than 1 mm thick and
therefore constitute just 7 to 10% of the volume interrogated
by the light fields in this study.43 Hence, the presented esti-
mates are best interpreted as optical properties of gray matter.
The estimated � correspond to a 1000-fold decrease in fluence
rate over a 1-cm distance through rat gray matter. However,
since most tumors in patients arise and infiltrate in white mat-
ter the high attenuation of light at 632 nm in gray matter does
not necessarily represent a clinically imposing problem. The
measurements by Muller and Wilson13 indicate a more favor-
able penetration in actual resection margins where the tissue is
a mixture of brain and tumor tissue.

For tumor tissue, there was some discrepancy between the
diffusion and Monte Carlo models. The Monte Carlo esti-
mates are considered to be more accurate, since the exact
geometry �tumor shape, fiber position, and the nonisotropic
source� can easily be represented, and since discrepancies due
to limitations of the diffusion approximation are expected for
the relatively small difference between �a,tumor and �s,tumor� .
The optical properties were estimated from only two animals,
and this makes the values less reliable than those measured in
tumor-free brain. Still, both the observed displacement along
the z axis and the average reduction in fluence rate �as seen in
Fig. 3� were distinct compared to the interanimal variability.
This suggests that there are differences in the optical proper-
ties of tumor tissue and normal brain. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
the estimates can be useful when evaluating light dosimetry
for the BT4C tumor model. However, measurements in addi-
tional animals will be required for a more accurate determi-
nation of the optical properties of glioma tissue.

The large number of measurements should rule out the
possibility that small structures, like blood vessels or ven-
tricles, affected the predicted light distributions. Still, inhomo-
geneities may have been the major cause of the twofold vari-
ability seen in Fig. 3. The most noteworthy deviation between
the measured and the modeled fluence rate is seen in Fig. 3
for the region 4 mm lateral to the source fiber tip in both
tumor-free �Fig. 3�a�� and tumor-bearing �Fig. 3�b�� brains.
The predicted fluence rates �the lower solid lines in the dia-
grams� around the peak positions seem low compared to the
measurements, implying an overestimation of light attenua-
tion. There is no obvious explanation for this discrepancy, but
it could be related to local variations in optical properties.

The sources of error are complex and therefore it is diffi-
cult to evaluate the uncertainty in the estimates of �a, �s�, and
�. Calibration of the fluence rate probes can be a major source
of error. Ideally, the probes should be calibrated in a medium
similar to rat brain, rather than in a clear solution, because the
probe may perturb the fluence rate of its surroundings in a
scattering- and absorption-dependent manner.44 In the pre-
sented case, such perturbation was probably minor due to the
small probe dimensions. Furthermore, calculations using the
multilayer Monte Carlo software45 MCML indicated that infi-
nite layers of ruby or silica, with thicknesses comparable to
the respective dimensions in the probes, would alter the flu-
ence rate in adjacent brain tissue by less than 5%. The small
ruby and silica structures in the probes would without doubt
perturb far less than infinite layers. As described in Sec. 2.2.2,
the black fiber tubing close to the fluorescent sphere affected

the measurements, but the applied correction factor based on
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Monte Carlo simulations essentially eliminated this artifact.
Additional simulations featuring relevant variations in the ab-
sorption of the tubing and the light penetration depth in rat
brain suggested that those factors do not alter the correction
factor significantly. It is clear from Eq. �1� that both �s� and
�a are sensitive to probe calibration errors, but fortunately
they are estimated by utilizing both the absolute magnitude of
the fluence rate �Eq. �1�� and the displacement of the light
distribution along the z axis �Eq. �4��. The fact that the model
fits the data in terms of both absolute fluence rate and z offset
simultaneously �Fig. 3�a�� strengthens the reliability of the
estimated �s� and �a.

The measured temperature distribution shown in Fig. 6 is
in good agreement with the predictions of the steady state
bioheat model �Eq. �6��. The model yielded similar thermal
penetration depths ��v� when fitted to the experimental data in
both spatial �Fig. 6� and time domains �Fig. 7�. This implies
that this simple model is adequate for describing the tempera-
ture increase during interstitial light delivery with a bare fiber
tip. Furthermore, sound estimates of both � and �v were found
when � as used as a free parameter instead of being fixed at
the value found from the fluence rate measurements. The ther-
mal penetration depth is directly related to blood flow �as
defined in Sec. 2.3.2�. The measured thermal penetration
depth of 0.51 to 0.60 cm corresponds to a blood flow of 0.23
to 0.32 mL min−1 g−1, if a heat capacity of 3.7 kJ kg−1 K−1

and a density of 1.03 g mL−1 are assumed.46 This flow rate is
2 to 4 times less than that reported elsewhere for rat gray
matter,47 which means that both the gradient in the spatial
measurements and the rate of change in the temporal mea-
surements were lower than one would expect from the litera-
ture. The reduction can, at least in part, be explained by well-
known effects of the applied anesthesia on cerebral
perfusion.48 In addition, finite volume effects from ambient
air, bone, muscle, and skin, which is less perfused,49,50 may
have elevated the temperature in the brain, resulting in an
overestimation of the thermal penetration depth and hence,
underestimation of perfusion. The finite volume effect of the
top tissue-to-air surface is also a plausible cause for the dis-
tinct asymmetry seen in Fig. 6, where the temperature is el-
evated closest to the top surface �i.e., for z�0�. The initial
tests of direct light absorption in the thermocouple �Sec.
2.3.1� suggests that this artifact increased the temperature
readings closest to the source by 0.2 K, which is a minor
aberration compared to the observed spatial and temporal
temperature spans.

In conclusion, the distributions of light and heat during
interstitial light delivery were successfully mapped using in
situ measurements and mathematical modeling. Optical prop-
erties were derived, and can be used to predict fluence rate
distributions during PDT in rat brain. The fluence rate distri-
bution was found to be predictable, and could be estimated by
diffusion theory in tumor-free brains and by Monte Carlo
simulations in tumor-bearing brains. The presence of a tumor
altered the light distribution significantly, and the models sug-
gested that the tumor had higher absorption and lower scat-
tering than normal brain. Rat brain was found to have absorp-
tion and reduced scattering coefficients of 0.57 and 28 cm−1,
respectively. These coefficients have, to our knowledge, not

been reported for comparable wavelengths in vivo, but the
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resulting penetration depth of 0.14 cm is in agreement with
numerous in vivo studies in the literature. The temperature
measurements showed that the extent of heating during inter-
stitial light delivery could be modeled with a regular point
source diffusion model. The findings of the study make it
feasible to predict the fluences, fluence rates, and tempera-
tures achieved during intracranial photodynamic therapy.
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